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Abstract 

The existence of halo nuclei is one of the major important discoveries in the field of nuclear 

physics. These nuclei are treated as loosely bound system in which a core of normal nuclear 

density is surrounded by so-called neutron (or proton) halo of diluted nuclear matter. Many 

theoretical investigations have attempted to understand these nuclei, which exist at light to 

heavy masses. The phenomenon of nuclear halo is a quantum effect that occurs in nuclei due 

to the presence of valence nucleons with low separation energy and I = 0, 1 (low angular 

momentum), and is manifested by the extraordinarily large radii of these nuclei. The core plus 

halo model is commonly used to describe halo nuclei. This model recognizes the need to treat 

the core and the halo neutrons or protons separately. By considering different model spaces 

for the core and the halo nucleons, we can better explain the properties of halo nuclei. This 

separation is justified by the fact that the valence nucleons in a halo nucleus have different 

properties compared to the core. Halo nuclei at rest cannot be used as target due to their 

short-lived species and extraordinary ratio of neutrons and protons (either neutron-rich or 

proton-rich). Instead, they can be studied through direct reactions with a radioactive isotope 

beam, employing inverse kinematics where the role of the beam and target are exchanged. In 

order to investigate the charge and matter densities of these nuclei, total and differential 

reaction cross section analyses of proton scattering on halo nuclei have been carried out using 

various theoretical and phenomenological methods. 
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1.Introduction 

For many years, the scattering of hadrons and leptons from nuclei has provided 

valuable information about the matter and charge distributions of stable nuclei near and 

on the line of stability. The development of radioisotope beam method has opened up new 

fields to study unstable nuclei far away from the line of stability [1-3]. This extends our 

knowledge for nuclear physics from stable to unstable nuclei. Experiments with radioisotope 

beams have been show that the features of unstable nuclei are significantly different from 

those of stable nuclei [4]. Therefore, it is very interesting to study theoretically the features 

of unstable nuclei using reliable theories and models. The research results will provide a 

reference for future experiments and reliability testing of the established unstable nuclear 

theory [5]. 

 

2. Drip Line Nuclei  

The number of neutrons and protons in the nucleus are used to study the matter 

properties. Specifically, the protons number (Z) identifies the various elements, ranging from 

hydrogen to uranium. Each element can exist in nature as a variety of isotopes depending on 

the neutrons number (N). There are 92 stable elements found in nature, along with nearly 

300 stable isotopes. When represented in the chart of nuclides (Fig. 1), where the protons 

number (Z) is plotted against the neutrons number (N), the stable nuclei tend to align along 

the diagonal from the lower left to the upper right, known as the valley of stability. This 

diagram is also referred to as the nuclear landscape [6]. 

We can be classified the nuclear landscape into three main areas. The first area, 

indicated by black dots, represents stable nuclei with an infinite lifetime. These stable nuclei 

are typically found around the line of stability, where N≈Z. The second area is the proton drip 

line, situated above the line of stability as shown in Fig. 1. Nuclei along this line are known 

to be proton-rich. The final area is the neutron drip line, located at the lower end of the line 

of stability. Nuclei along this line are known to be neutron-rich. Scientists in this field refer 

to the region beyond the proton-rich and neutron-rich areas as the edge of stability, where 

nuclei become unbound [7-9]. 
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Fig. 1: The chart of nuclides [6]. 

     Unstable nuclei lie far from the line of stability, in the region of the proton and 

neutron drip lines, which are defined as the limits beyond which nuclei become unstable. 

Nuclei close to the drip lines are often called exotic nuclei because of their distance from the 

stability valley, denoting entities that differ from the most ordinary nuclei found in nature [8]. 

 

3. Exotic nuclei 

In modern nuclear physics, the study of exotic nuclei is one of the most exciting research 

areas due to the decay modes and structure of many nuclei far from the line stability are 

remain unknown. At many research facilities around the world, the nuclear properties of these 

radioactive nuclei are of great interest to experimentalists. The properties and nuclear 

structures of nuclei along the neutron or proton drip lines can be highly unusual and 

therefore challenge our conventional knowledge gained from experiences with nuclei near or 

at stability [10]. 

Exotic nuclei are the nuclei with an unusual nucleonic composition. A characteristic 

feature of exotic nuclei is that they lie far from the valley of stability 

and have an abnormal N/Z ratio, meaning that they have an excess of neutrons or protons 

compared to stable nuclei; thus, these nuclei are called neutron-rich nuclei or proton-

rich nuclei [11, 12]. 

The ratio of ZN / "in stable nuclei is limited to 1-1.5 and the separation energy of a 

nucleon, either a neutron or a proton is almost always 6-8 MeV. Due to these boundaries and 

the stability, neutrons and protons in stable nuclei mix homogeneously and no decoupling of 

neutron and proton distributions was observed. On the contrary, the ZN / in unstable nuclei 

can vary from 0.6 to 4 and the separation energy can be varied from 40 MeV to 0. These 

variations lead to the decoupling of neutron and proton distributions as halo and skin [13]. 

http://www.minarjournal.com/
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Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show the potential difference between the stable and unstable neutron 

rich nuclei, respectively. In each figure, the proton potential is shown on the left side for y-

axis and the neutron potential is shown on the right. The proton and neutron potentials in 

stable nuclei are the same except that the proton potential is shallower due to Coulomb 

interaction. The separation energy of neutrons and protons is almost the same. The potential 

of protons becomes deeper when the excess neutrons number increases due to the attractive 

p-n interactions. Therefore, the proton separation energy becomes large. On the contrary, the 

neutron separation energy becomes smaller and is close to zero at the neutron drip line. The 

neutron density shows a long tail, known as a neutron halo, that extends many times further 

than the normal density tail when the neutron separation energy is less than 1 MeV. Although 

the proton halo forms in some proton drip line nuclei, it is not pronounced as neutron halo 

[13].   

 

Fig. 2: The potential difference between the (a) stable nucleus (b) unstable neutron 

rich nucleus [6]. 

 Study on the structure of exotic nuclei is of particular interest for possible existence of 

skin and halo nuclei. Meanwhile, the study of exotic nuclear structure extends from proton-

rich region to neutron-rich region [14]. Skin and Halo nuclei have their anomalous structures 

that stable nuclei do not have. The former is the layer of nucleons on the nuclear surface, 

while the latter is the expanded density of valence nucleon(s) outside of the core nucleus. 

These structures are exotic features because in a stable nucleus neutrons and protons are 

uniformly mixed [15]. 

 

4. Skin and halo nuclei  

Tanihata et al. [15] reported that an unexpected exotic type of nuclei reveals by the 

structure of nuclei at the neutron-dripline. This type of nuclei was discovered in 1985 at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Experiments provide evidence that that the lithium 

isotope 11Li, which is the most unstable and neutron-rich, has an unusually large size is 

comparable to a heavy nucleus like lead, with 208 nucleons (Fig. 3). These observations have 

been challenging the naive belief that the nucleus radius depends on the mass number only 

(nucleons total number) in a compact structure, where all the neutrons and protons over the 

nuclear volume are distributing uniformly. It was found that the two extra loosely-bound 
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neutrons in this lithium isotope in a diluted and extended distribution around the core 

nucleus 9Li forming the neutron halo, this term introduced by Hansen and Jonson [16]. In 

this case, the neutrons halo has a large probability to be very far away from the core, in the 

classical forbidden region. Therefore, the term neutron-rich halo nuclei refer to all types of 

nuclei which have structure similar to nucleus 11Li in where one or more neutrons are located 

far away from the core. Many other nuclear systems with neutron halos that are lie away from 

the stability line are observed after the experimental discoveries of a two neutrons halo in 11Li 

[17–19]. 

 

Fig. 3: The neutron halo nucleus 11Li compared with the size of 208Pb nucleus [20]. 

 

 All these studies finally give the picture of halo nucleus. A strongly bound core 

surrounded by halo nucleons, either neutrons or protons. In other words, these exotic nuclei 

are made up of thin cloud of nucleons that orbit other nucleons form the core at large 

distances. The term halo is originally taken from the analogy of the halo of the moon and sun 

(bands of light around the moon and sun) (Fig. 4). The cause of the halo phenomenon is the 

low separation energy of the outer nucleons and the orbits they occupy with l = 0, 1 (low 

angular momentum), which allows the halo nucleons wave function to expand to large radii. 

The term halo originally came from the analogy of the halo (bands of light around the moon 

and sun) of the moon and sun. Tanihata's observations of large total interaction cross sections 

for 11Be, 11Li and 14Be suggested the possible presence of halos in many other neutron-rich 

nuclei near the drip-line. This behavior is also evident on the side of proton-rich for the 

nuclear chart. But compared to neutron-rich nuclei, proton-rich nuclei are rarely studied. It 

is thought that it is slightly more difficult for proton-rich nuclei to form halo structures 

because the Coulomb barrier prevents the protons to penetrate into the outer regions of the 

core [21-24]. 
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Fig. 4: The halo phenomena (left), and the halo of moon (right) [25]. 

      

Generally, the halo nucleus has a large excess of neutrons or protons, where some outer 

nucleons bound very weakly. These halo systems can be described by the model of few-body, 

which considered that the halo nucleus consists of an inner core with few loosely bound outer 

nucleons (protons or neutrons). Therefore, we can be divided the halo nuclei into two kinds: 

two-body halos, in which one nucleon surround the core, likely the 11Be (one-neutron halo) 

and 8B (one-proton halo); and three-body halos, in which the core is surrounded by two 

valence nucleons, likely 6He and 11Li (two-neutron halo) [26, 27] (Fig. 5).  

" 

 

Fig. 5: The two-body halo 11Be and three-body halo 11Li [28]. 

 

The nuclear density three basic rules of nuclei close to the stability valley are broken in 

the halo nucleus [29]:  ""  

The first rule is that the radius at which the nuclear density decreases to half its 

maximum density is given by 𝑅 = 𝑅0 𝐴1/3. The second one is that neutrons and protons in the 

nucleus are mixed homogenously (𝜌𝑛 ≈ 𝜌𝑝), this only applies to the core for halo nucleus. 

Finally, the distance over which the nuclear density decreases from 90% to 10% of the 
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maximum value, the so-called surface thickness, is constant, approximately 𝑡 ≈  2.3 fm (Fig. 

6). This feature applies to nuclei in the stability valley because the separation energy of 

nucleon (6–8 MeV) of stable nuclei is nearly constant. Generally, surface diffuseness or 

surface thickness is expected to depend on the separation energy of nucleon. Neutron halos 

are the case where small separation energies less than 1 MeV are most evident [29]. 

 

Fig. 6: Nuclear density with the definition for surface thickness t [29]. 

 

5. Density distributions and interaction cross sections  

The main method used to determine the density distributions and matter radii of exotic 

nuclei is measurement of reaction (𝜎𝑅) and interaction (𝜎𝐼) cross sections. In fact, the 𝜎𝐼 

measurements of isotopes He and Li are led to the first observation of the halo phenomena 

[15, 30, 31]. This has been possible because the Glauber model success to calculate the cross 

section [32].   

    The 𝜎𝑅 using Glauber model with optical limit is given as [33]:  

 

𝜎𝑅 = 2𝜋 ∫  𝑏 𝑑𝑏 [1 − 𝑇(𝑏)]

∞

0

                                               (1) 

where 𝑇(𝑏) is the transparency function given as: 

𝑇(𝑏) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− ∑ 𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑖𝑗

∫ 𝜌𝑇𝑖
𝑧 (𝑠)𝜌𝑃𝑗

𝑧 (|𝑏 − 𝑠|)𝑑𝑠]             (2) 

𝜌𝑇𝑖
𝑧 (𝑠) = ∫ 𝜌𝑘𝑖 (√𝑠2 + 𝑧2) 𝑑𝑧

∞

−∞

                                             (3) 

The index 𝑘 = T (target) or 𝑃 (projectile) and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the total cross section of nucleon–

nucleon in which indices 𝑖, 𝑗 are refer to neutron and proton.  

        For nucleus-nucleus collisions, although this is one of the most basic forms of the 

Glauber model, but it is still capable of reproducing the fragmentation and reaction cross 

sections over a wide energy range as noticed in Fig. 7. This method is tested in an energy 
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range from 30A to 800A MeV with incident 12C on targets 9Be, 12C and 27Al. The measured 

cross sections are shown in Fig. 7. In this figure the dash-dotted curves refer to the 𝜎𝑅 obtained 

by the calculations of optical limit using densities for those stable nuclei [33].  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Energy dependence of the 𝝈𝑹 [33]. 

 

6. Density distributions and elastic scattering  

Elastic proton scattering with high energy is assumed the best away to obtain the 

density distribution of nuclear matter. Using the liquid hydrogen target system IKAR, elastic 

proton scattering cross section on different halo nuclei are studied at GSI. For 6,8He and 

8,9,11Li, the matter density distributions have been found. Fig. 8 displays the determined 

matter density distribution for 6He and 8He. The obtained rms matter radii for 6He and 8He 

are (𝑅𝑚 = 2.45 ±  0.10) and (𝑅𝑚 = 2.53 ±  0.08)  fm, respectively which consistent with the 

results obtained from the 𝜎𝐼. The same type of experiments was performed on Li isotopes [34-

36].  

 

Fig. 8. Density distributions of 6He and 8He [36]. 
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Fig. 9 displays the differential cross sections (𝑑𝜎/𝑑𝑡) of Li isotopes. These cross sections 

are used to calculate the matter radii and density distributions. Fig. 10 compares the density 

distributions determined by the 𝜎𝐼 and proton elastic scattering. So far, these measurements 

are limited to light elements. Extending these measurements to include heavier nuclei will be 

provided interesting information into nuclear structure [33]. 

 

"Fig. 9: 𝒅𝝈/𝒅𝒕 for Li isotopes [35].   "  

 

Fig. 10: Density distributions obtained by 𝝈𝑰 (shadowed area) and proton scattering 

(lines) [33].  
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7. The density distributions parametrizations 

      The following phenomenological density distributions can be used to study the 

elastic-scattering cross sections (proton + halo nucleus). These model density  distributions, 

labeled as GG (Gaussian–Gaussian), SF (Symmetrized Fermi), GH (Gaussian–Halo), and GO 

(Gaussian–Oscillator) [36]:  

1- The GG parametrization 

"The core and halo density distributions are given by the Gaussian function [36]:   "  

𝜌𝑗(𝑟) = (
3

2𝜋𝑅𝑗
2)

3/2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
3𝑟2

2𝑅𝑗
2)  , 𝑗 = 𝑐, ℎ                                 (4) 

where 𝑅𝑐and 𝑅ℎ are the core and halo rms radii and 𝜌ℎ, respectively. The total matter 

density distribution 𝜌𝑚 is given by [36]:   "  

𝜌𝑚(𝑟) =
[4𝜌𝑐(𝑟) + (𝐴 − 4)𝜌ℎ(𝑟)]

𝐴
                                                (5) 

and 

𝑅𝑚 = [
4𝑅𝑐

2 + (𝐴 − 4)𝑅ℎ
2

𝐴
]

1/2

                                                            (6) 

"2- The SF parametrization 

"The SF distribution of the matter density is given by [36]:   "  

𝜌𝑚(𝑟) =
3

4𝜋𝑅0
3 [1 + (

𝜋𝑎

𝑅0

)
2

]

−1

sinh (
𝑅0

𝑎
) [cosh (

𝑅0

𝑎
) + cosh (

𝑟

𝑎
)]⁄                     (7) 

Where a is the parameter of diffuseness and 𝑅0 is half-density radius. The 𝑅𝑚 is 

connected with the parameters 𝑅0 and a by the relation: 

𝑅𝑚 = (
3

5
)

1/2

𝑅0 [1 +
7

3
(

𝜋𝑎

𝑅0

)
2

]

1/2

                                               (8) 

3- The GH parametrization 

The explicit expression for the GH density distribution is [36]:  

𝜌𝑚(𝑟) = (
3

2𝜋𝑅𝑚
2

)
3/2

[1 + 𝛼𝜑(𝑟)] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
3𝑟2

2𝑅𝑚
2

)                        (9) 

With 

𝜑(𝑟) =
3

4
[5 − 10 (

𝑟

𝑅𝑚

)
2

+ 3 (
𝑟

𝑅𝑚

)
4

]                                               (10) 

 

 

4- The GO parametrization 

    The Gaussian and 1p-shell HO distributions are used for the core and halo densities, 

respectively [36]:   "  

𝜌ℎ(𝑟) =
5

3
(

5

2𝜋𝑅ℎ
2)

3/2

(
𝑟

𝑅ℎ

)
2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
5𝑟2

2𝑅ℎ
2)                                 (11) 
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8. Charge and proton radii of halo nucleus 

The measurements of isotope shift, muonic atoms and electron scattering have been 

used to determine Charge or proton radii of nuclei. For unstable nuclei, the rms charge radii 

are mostly determined by isotope shift measurements [33]. In a nucleus the point proton 

radius is determined from the charge radius using the equation,   "  

〈𝑟𝑐
2〉 = 〈𝑟𝑝

2〉 + 〈𝑅𝑝
2〉 +

𝑁

𝑍
〈𝑅𝑛

2〉 +
3ℏ2

4𝑚𝑝
2𝑐2

                                            (12) 

   "where 𝑅𝑛 and  𝑅𝑝 are the free neutron and proton charge radii, respectively, 𝑅𝑛
2 =

−0.1161 ± 0.0022 fm2 and  𝑅𝑝
2 = 0.769 ± 0.012 [33].  

      Table 1 and Figs. 11–13 display the obtained results of the point nucleon radii taken 

from [33]. From these results we can be seen that when a neutron halo is formed the proton 

radius increases (4He → 6He, 9Li → 11Li, and 10Be → 11Be) [33]. 

Table 1: The calculated radii of isotopes He, Li, and Be [33]. 

 

 

Fig. 11: Nucleon (Rm), proton (Rp) and neutron (Rn) rms radii of He isotopes [33]. 
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Fig. 12: Same as Fig. 11 for Li isotopes [33]. 

 

 

Fig. 13: Same as Fig. 11 for Be isotopes [33]. 

 

9. Articles on halo nuclei  

  Table 2 displays the previous articles studied the ground state properties such as the 

proton [𝜌𝑝(𝑟)], neutron [𝜌𝑛(𝑟)] and matter [𝜌𝑚(𝑟)] density distributions and the corresponding 

rms radii of halo nuclei using different models, such as the Glauber model (GM), Two-

Frequency Shell Model (TFSM), Binary Cluster Model (BCM), Three-Body Model of Core + 2𝑛 
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(TBMCNN), Two-Body Model of Core + 𝑛 (TBMCN) and Two-Body Model of Core +p (TBMCP). 

The long tail manner was clearly seen in the calculated 𝜌𝑛(𝑟) and 𝜌𝑚(𝑟) for neutron-rich halo 

nuclei. While the long tail manner is clearly seen in the calculated 𝜌𝑝(𝑟) and 𝜌𝑚(𝑟) for proton-

rich halo nuclei. The results obtained provide the halo structure of nuclei under study.  

Table 2: previous studies 

Ref. Author name Model used Nuclei under study Type of Nuclei 

[37] 
"Tanaka et al. 

(2010)  
GM Ne17  Two − proton halo  

[38] 
Hamoudi et al. 

(2014) 
BCM and TFSM He8  and B17  Two − neutron halo  

[39] 
Hamoudi and 

Abdullah (2016) 
BCM Li11  and Be12  Two − neutron halo  

[40] Du et al. (2016) GM C15  and C16  
One − and two − neutron halo, 

respectively  

[41] Abdullah (2017)  

TBMCNN with Woods-

Saxon (WS) wave 

functions  

He6 , Li11 , Be12  and Be14  

 
Two − neutron halo  

[42] 
Korolev et al. 

(2018)  
GM B8  One − proton halo  

[43] Abdullah (2018) BCM and TFSM He6  and Li11  Two − neutron halo  

[44] Abdullah (2020)  
TBMCN with cosh 

potential wave functions 
B14 , C15 , C19  and 𝑁22  One − neutron halo 

[45] 
"Abdullah 

(2020)  

TBMCNN with Bear–

Hodgson (BH) potential 

wave functions 

He6 , Li11 , Be14  and B17  Two − neutron halo  

[46] 
"Abdullah 

(2020)  

TBMCNN with cosh 

potential wave functions 
He6 , Li11 , Be14  and B17  Two − neutron halo  

[47] 
Sultan and 

Abdullah (2021)  
BCM Al23  and P27  One − proton halo 

[48] 
"Sallh and 

Abdullah (2021)  

TBMCNN with the HO 

and WS wave functions 
He8  and F26  Two − neutron halo  

[49] 
"Mahdi and 

Abdullah (2022)  

TBMCN with WS and GS 

wave functions 
N18  and F20  One − neutron halo 

[50] Abdullah (2022)  
TBMCP with BH 

potential wave functions 
B8 , N12 , Al23  and P27  One − proton halo 

[51] 
"Mahdi and 

Abdullah (2023)  

TBMCN within WS and 

GS wave functions 
Li8  and Be11  One − neutron halo  

[52] 
"Mahdi and 

Abdullah (2023)  

TBMCP within WS and 

GS wave functions 
C9  and N12  One − proton halo 
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10. Summary and Conclusions 

We have attempted to include as many experimental and theoretical investigations of 

halo nuclei as we possibly also providing an explanation of the physics behind the scenes. An 

overview of the studies is provided below:  

1. It has been observed that several nuclei have (i) one- neutron halo such as 

B14 , C15 , C19  and 𝑁22  (ii) two- neutron halo such as He6 , Li11 , Be14  and B17   (iii) one- proton halo 

such as B8 , N12 , Al23  and P27  (iv) two- proton halo such as Ne17 .  

2. It is thought that both a small binding energy and l = 0, 1 (low angular momentum) for the 

outer nucleons led to the neutron halo in nuclei.  

3- In halo nuclei, a decoupling of the neutron and proton distributions is strongly suggested. 

4-These different models (referred to in this article) provide a good description of the nuclear 

structure for halo nuclei according to the calculated results. 

5- The typical property of halo structure is the long tail performance. 

6- For neutron-rich halo nuclei, the long tail manner was clearly seen in the calculated 𝜌𝑛(𝑟) 

and 𝜌𝑚(𝑟).  

7- For proton-rich halo nuclei, the long tail manner was clearly seen in the calculated 𝜌𝑝(𝑟) 

and 𝜌𝑚(𝑟). 
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